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An Evolutionary Confidence Measure for
Spotting Words in Speech Recognition
Alejandro Echeverrı´a, Javier Tejedor and Dong Wang
Abstract Confidence measures play a very important role in keyword spotting sys-
tems. Traditional confidence measures are based on the score computed when the
audio is decoded. Classification-based techniques by means of Multi-layer Percep-
trons (MLPs) and Support Vector Machines have shown to be powerful ways to
improve the final performance in terms of hits and false alarms. In this work we
evaluate a keyword spotting system performance by incorporating an evolutionary
algorithm as confidence measure and compare its performance with traditional clas-
sification techniques based on MLP. We show that this evolutionary algorithm gets
better performance than the MLP when False Alarm (FA) is high and always per-
forms better than the confidence measure based on the single score computed during
the audio decoding.
1 Introduction
Speech recognition converts spoken words to text. Generally, the automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems try to identify all the words of a target language and
produce an output consisting of the words found in the speech signal along with the
initial and end times of each. Keyword spotting, as a task within speech recognition,
deals with the search of a predefined set of terms within the speech signal. Therefore,
it differs from the ASR systems due to just a few terms are important to be identi-
fied from the speech signal. Traditionally, keyword spotting systems use a dictionary
composed of these important words, modeled from their phone transcriptions, plus
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filler models to deal with the non-relevant words of the speech signal [6, 12, 11].
Therefore, their output is composed of the putative occurrences got from the decod-
ing process plus filler models, which are automatically rejected. The main drawback
of these systems is the need of re-processing the audio as soon as the list of terms
changes, which is the most time-consuming task in a keyword spotting system and
impractical when processing hundreds of hours. Alternatively, other keyword spot-
ting systems index the audio in terms of sub-word units (commonly in the way of
a lattice, i.e, a graph composed of nodes and arcs that connect the nodes) and next
integrate an algorithm to search for the list of terms from such lattice. Although
these systems have poorer performance than the filler model-based approaches due
to they do not make use of any lexical information, there is no need of re-processing
the audio when the list of terms changes, which is, in practice, highly valuable.
In keyword spotting, there are two different classes from which the performance
can be measured. An occurrence detected by the keyword spotting system is a ”hit”
if it appears in the speech signal between the time interval given and a ”False Alarm
(FA)” when does not. It is straightforward to conclude that a keyword spotting sys-
tem should produce as many hits as possible while minimizing the number of FAs.
Confidence measures based on this idea haven been proposed to improve the sys-
tem performance. Some of them use the confidence (score) computed during the
decoding process of that the occurrence is actually a hit [11, 4], rejecting those
whose score falls below a predefined threshold. On the other hand, as the occur-
rences belong to one of these two classes, hit or FA, confidence measures based on
classification techniques have been also studied (e.g. Neural Networks (NNs) and
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [8, 1]) to reject those classified as FA.
On the other hand, evolutionary computation is a global optimization technique
broadly applied to diverse fields [5] like schedule optimization, robot navigation,
controller design, image processing, discrimination and classification, and so on.
Therefore, as the final decision of accepting or rejecting a putative occurrence in
keyword spotting is a classification problem, we propose the use of an evolution-
ary algorithm called Evolutionary Discriminant Analysis (EDA) [10] to classify the
occurrences found during the search in lattice with the purpose of rejecting those
classified as FA. We compare it with traditional techniques based on NNs (MLP)
and on the score computed during the decoding process.
This paper is divided as follows: After this introductory section, the Speech
recognition task is introduced in section 2. Section 3 explains how the confidence
measures are built. In section 4, the experiments are presented. The last section of
the paper presents the conclusions and opens some areas for future work.
2 Speech Recognition
We have focused on the keyword spotting task related to speech recognition. The
keyword spotting system consists of three different steps:
Lattice generation: The audio files are decoded in terms of sub-word units
(phones in our case) and the phone lattice is stored. Figure 1 shows an example of a
phone lattice. The HTK tool [14] has been used for the lattice generation, where the
Viterbi algorithm decodes the speech signal and generates the lattice. The lattice is
generated by running the Viterbi algorithm in N-best mode and a depth of N=5 was
found suitable in preliminary experiments.
Lattice search: An algorithm that searches for the actual phone transcription of
each term in the lattice is run in order to generate the putative detections. Along
with the detection of each term, and the initial and end times got from the initial and
end times of the first and last phone of the term detected, this algorithm also com-
putes a score. It represents the confidence of that each detection is a hit, using the
language model score and acoustic score of each phone of the detection. These two
values were stored in the lattice during the lattice generation. Readers are referred
to [11] for more information about the score computation. The Lattice2Multigram
implementation provided by the Speech Processing Group, FIT, Brno University of
Technology has been used in this step.
Confidence measure: This module classifies the occurrences detected by the pre-
vious step in hit or FA and rejects those classified as FA to present the final list of
occurrences.
Figure 2 shows the different modules of the whole system.
Fig. 1 An example of a lattice
where the term “casa”, whose
phone transcription is “k a
s a”, has been found by the
lattice search step.
Fig. 2 Modules of the keyword spotting system, which receives a speech signal and outputs a list
of terms found in it.
3 Confidence measure
3.1 Feature selection
In building each confidence measure, three term-dependent features have been cho-
sen as an input super-vector to the classification algorithm. It has been proved their
good performance in hit/FA classification [13]. These features are:
Score: It represents the confidence of each detection computed as in [11].
Effective occurrence rate: It is defined as illustrated in Equation 1.
R0(K) =
∑i c f (dKi )
T
(1)
Effective FA rate: It is illustrated in Equation 2.
R1(K) =
∑i (1− c f (dKi ))
T
(2)
where T is the length of the audio processed, K is the term detected and c f (dKi )
is the feature score for the detection i of the term K in equations 1 and 2.
The feature distribution represented in Fig.3 shows a very large overlapping be-
tween the two different classes (hit and FA).
Fig. 3 Three dimensional graphic representation of the test set detections. For each detection (false
alarm or hit), the three axis represent the three term-dependent features. Circles represent false
alarms and crosses represent hits.
3.2 MLP-based classification
A 3-layer MLP was trained to build the MLP-based confidence measure from the
features explained above. The structure of the MLP is composed of an input layer, a
hidden layer and an output layer. The input layer has three units (in accordance with
the number of features). The hidden layer has 5 hidden units and uses a sigmoid
activation. The output layer has two units (hit and FA) and uses a softmax activation
to achieve a reliable probability, which makes possible the final hit/FA classification.
It must be noted that by using the softmax function, we force the sum of the output
units to 1, thereby making the MLP a probabilistic classifier. The standard error
backpropagation algorithm was used to train the model, as described in [3].
3.3 Evolutionary algorithm-based classification
In our evolutionary confidence measure we use EDA to minimize the number of
classification errors and to classify a set of detections as hit or FA using its output
projection. Since the number of errors is a discrete non-differentiable quantity, it has
to resort to an optimization method such as an evolution strategy [2] to minimize it.
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
• An initial random projection is generated.
• The projection’s worth (fitness) is the number of errors committed by assigning
training patterns to the class of the closest mean in the projected space.
• The following steps are repeated until a prescribed number of generations with-
out improvements is reached:
– A new projection is generated by adding independent normal perturbations to
each component of the current projection.
– The number of misclassified patterns is calculated for the new projection.
– The new projection becomes the current one when the error is reduced.
• The current projection is output, and the data will be classified as belonging to
the closest projected train mean.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Setup
The input acoustic signal is sampled at 16kHz and stored with 16 bit precision.
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) were computed at 10ms intervals
within 25ms Hamming windows. Energy and first and second order derivatives were
appended giving the 39 MFCCs used to represent the signal.
The set of 47 phones in Spanish language [9] has been used during the lattice
generation. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were used as acoustic models to rep-
resent the set of phones and they were context-dependent with 8-components Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (GMMs).
The Spanish Albayzin database [7], which contains two different sub-corpora,
has been used in the experiments: a phonetic corpus and a geographic corpus. Each
contains a training set and a test set. The training of the HMMs was made from
the phonetic training set. A bigram was used as language model during the phone
recognition process (lattice generation). It was built from the phonetic training
set as well. The number of components GMMs in the context-dependent acous-
tic models was tuned for phone accuracy on the phonetic test set. The parameters
word insertion penalty and language scale factor, used within the decoding process,
were tuned on the geographic training set. Finally, the geographic test set was used
as test set for the system evaluation.
To train the MLP and EDA we have used the geographic training set and a list
composed of 500 terms, which appeared 12651 times in this corpus to ensure an
enough set of examplers for training. To solve the imbalance between classes (hits
and FAs), we have duplicated the examplers of the minority class (hit) to equal the
number of hits and FAs used to train both the MLP and EDA. The parameter tuning
for the MLP used the same geographic training set but a different list of terms,
composed of 105 terms, appearing 10423 times to ensure a reliable parameter esti-
mation. In tuning the parameters for the MLP, the number of hidden units (5 in our
case) was chosen to maximise the classification accuracy by cross-validation in the
geographic training set. We have used the original EDA parameters: an (15,100|2)-
ES with mutation step σ = 0.15 and 100 generations without improvements. There-
fore, it was not necessary to make any tuning in this algorithm.
To test the system we have selected 400 terms appearing 11331 times in the
geographic test set. The list of terms used for training and parameter tuning had no
overlapping between them. In order to simulate a real environment, the test set (400
terms in total) contained only 229 terms common to the training set.
4.2 Results and discussion
Results are presented using the miss ratio (%miss) and FA ratio (%FA) widely used
for speech recognition and keyword spotting tasks. These values are defined as fol-
lows:
miss ratio = 1−hits ratio (3)
where hits ratio is defined as follows:
hits ratio =
Number o f occurrences correctly detected
Number o f actual occurrences in the audio
(4)
FA ratio =
Number o f occurrences detected that do not appear in the audio
Number o f non relevant words in the audio
(5)
Figure 4 represents the curves plotting these two values, in which the perfor-
mance of each confidence measure for different operating points is presented. The
curves are got by varying the threshold to remove those terms found by the lattice
search algorithm whose score remains below it. Therefore, the standard output of the
lattice search step can be considered as the confidence measure based on the score
in this representation, and the MLP and EDA confidence measures also incorporate
it to make possible the whole curve computation.
The three curves show the improvement got by the MLP and EDA-based classi-
fication techniques over the score-based confidence measure alone, as they produce
the same number of FAs and more hits than the latter for every operating point when
the threshold is used to compute the whole curve. It means that actually both MLP
and EDA classify some detections as FA that the score-based confidence measure
alone is not able to reject. It should be also considered that the end of the MLP
and EDA curves represents the number of hits and FAs that remain in the system
before applying any threshold (i.e., the direct output after the confidence measure)
and at this point, both the MLP and EDA outperform the rate achieved by the score-
based confidence measure. It is also shown the improvement achieved by the EDA
confidence measure over the MLP-based classification when the FA is high and the
contrary when the FA is low. It means that the MLP is able to reject FAs with a
high score, and EDA keeps more hits with a low score. It should be considered that
the EDA implementation makes use of a linear implementation in classifying the
detections as hit or FA, and in Figure 3, it is seen that both the hits and FA have
a very large overlapped margin. It may explain the worse performance of the EDA
than the MLP when the FA is low.
Fig. 4 Results in terms of FA ratio and Miss ratio for each confidence measure (Score, MLP and
EDA) in the test set.
5 Conclusions
Confidence measures play a very important role in keyword spotting and those based
on classification techniques have shown to be an important contribution to increase
the system performance. We have presented an evolutionary algorithm integrated
into the framework of the confidence measures for a keyword spotting system to
reject those keywords that are classified as FA. We have compared its performance
with an MLP and a score-based confidence measure and we have shown that the
EDA outperforms the rate achieved by the score-based confidence measure for every
operating point and performs better than the MLP when the FA is high.
Our evolutionary procedure can be improved in several ways. First of all, we can
make use of the non-linear version of EDA. Besides, designing the fitness function
to maximize the number of hits may keep more putative detections (therefore more
hits) which, along with other new confidence measures, may lead to a better im-
provement in the keyword spotting system. We are currently working on this point
and hope to report the results in the near future.
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